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Editor'sNote
The TransnationalLawyer remains committed to providing practical assistance to
practitioners and scholars on current issues of international law. This commitment is
apparent in this, our sixth year of publication. Volume 6, Number 1, our largest edition to
date, is a collection of fifteen works by scholars, practitioners, and students.
Three issues, which arise repeatedly in this volume, represent serious threats to worldwide free trade under GATT. The first issue, addressed in six articles, arises out of the most
recent trend in international trade relations: regionalized trade agreements. Three articles
address the second issue: tensions that arise between liberalized trade and environmental
standards. The last issue is the effect of the global integration and disintegration of nations
on existing treaty agreements. The public and political resolution of these issues will have
a tremendous impact on private international law.
These issues arise against the backdrop of political pressures within every nation which
favor protecting local business and industry from foreign competition. GATT provides a
check for this pressure through a framework intended to prohibit barriers to free trade. The
recent stall in the Uruguay round of the GATT talks over farm subsidies, and the resulting
heated demonstrations in France by farmers, illustrate the intense reaction international trade
issues may ignite.
While the advantages of free trade are clear, the path to achieving free trade remains
elusive. For example, in the name of free trade and open markets to U.S. goods, the U.S.
may impose trade sanctions under Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974. These sanctions
are contrary to both the spirit and the letter of GATT. Whether the ends justify the means
in this regard is an issue of political balancing. However, this balancing is not beyond the
influence of transnational practitioners. Because these issues are balanced by members of
the public forum, those necessarily subject to political pressures, transnational practitioners
may collectively promote free trade policy. Accountability for political responsiveness
ultimately rests with the electorate. Only a collected and concerted effort will achieve and
preserve free trade.
Another tool of influence for achieving free trade which may be available to the
transnational practitioner is extraterritorial application of U.S. laws. This tool is suggested
in this edition in Using United States Antitrust Laws Against the Keiretsu as a Wedge into
the JapaneseMarket. The comity and sovereignty issues raised by such a procedure will be
resolved by public officials. However, responsibility for asserting such claims rests with the
transnational practitioner.
Nations must not capitulate to pressures to retreat to protectionism. Achieving and
maintaining free trade is the responsibility of both public officials and private practitioners.
The transnational practitioner, through political influence and innovative application of the
law, may play a significant part in realizing and preserving free trade.
The TransnationalLawyer welcomes your comments and criticism regarding our
publication and your responses to any of our published works. We remain responsive to the
needs of the transnational practitioner. The Board of Editors of The TransnationalLawyer
aspires to provide the practical assistance, and the innovative suggestions, required for the
successful practice of private international law.

G. Trent Morrow
Editorin Chief

